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Why did UTS develop the Course Performance Report? 

> CPR was developed to address weaknesses in the processes for course 
monitoring used at UTS. The Course Monitoring & Improvement System 
(CMIS) was an annual report to Faculties and had been in use for 7 years. 
The CMIS summarised CEQ/GDS results and other indicators of course 
viability. Weaknesses of this system were:

– Coverage
• CMIS did not cover all courses, but focused on courses with CEQ responses, thus tended 

to be weighted with old courses and was missing information for newer courses.
• Many small courses were excluded as the system required a minimum GDS/CEQ number 

of responses.
– Technology limitations

• It was spreadsheet based thus labour intensive and prone to human error.
• It did not leverage the exploratory power available through UTS Powerplay cubes, 

spreadsheets do not allow further investigation of the data.
– UTS needed to improve the process for ‘closing the loop’ on poorly performing 

courses.
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What is the Course Performance Report? 

> Explorable report
– The Course Performance Report (CPR) delivers a set of course viability indicators 

which can be seen from the ‘top down’, viewing UTS results as a whole, then 
drilling down to identify outliers in each of the performance areas. 

> Closely linked to the UTS KPI’s
– The Metrics used are driven by selected UTS Key Performance Indicators. Targets 

are developed for each Faculty, ensuring that their contributions to the UTS KPI 
outcomes are understood and UTS targets have a good chance of being achieved. 
CPR helps to operationalise the KPI’s.

> Doesn’t use spreadsheets
– In 2005, UTS is trialling the use of Cognos Metrics Manager, a tool which allows 

UTS to leverage the considerable investment and power that it has in Powerplay 
cubes.

– No longer depending on spreadsheet gives us a more robust and flexible system. 
As University priorities and KPIs change, the CPR can quickly be adapted to suit.
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How does CPR improve the Course Review Process?

> Improved understanding of the metrics
– The CPR will allow the Faculties to monitor course performance and allows them to 

explore outcomes in further detail to better understand the performance data.
> Improved ‘closing the loop’ on poorly performing courses

– A new advisory group has been formed, the Course Review Advisory Group 
(CRAG) to identify problem courses as well as outstanding ones, and advise the 
PVC (Teaching & Learning) on proposed remedial actions.

> Better tracking of improvement actions and accountabilities
– CPR will allow UTS to track action recommendations and accountabilities.
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What is the accountability and decision flow?

WHEN WHAT WHO
APRIL CPR DELIVERED PQU

MAY REVIEW CPR RESULTS CRAG/APO

MAY REPORT RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO PVC (T & L) Courses classified as:  continue, watch, 
discontinue

CRAG/APO

MAY ENDORSE AND SEND TO FACULTIES, COPY FOR INFORMATION TO  VCC & ACADEMIC BOARD PVC (T & L)

JUNE REPORT BACK TO PVC (T & L) ON PLANNED ACTIONS DEANS

JULY CONSOLIDATE PLANNED ACTIONS CRAG/APO

JULY REPORT SUMMARY OF PLANNED ACTIONS TO PVC (T & L) CRAG/APO

AUGUST RECOMMEND ACTIONS TO  VC THROUGH VCC PVC (T & L)

SEPTEMBER DECISIONS IMPLEMENTED THROUGH APPROPRIATE MECHANISMS APO/FACULTY

UTS COURSE PERFORMANCE REPORT
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What metrics does CPR use?

> The following metrics conform with UTS KPI’s where appropriate.

Student Performance: 
>Pass rate
>Retention rate
KPI: Student Success & Retention

CEQ Results:
>Mean OSI
>Mean GTS 
>Mean CGS
>Mean AWS
>Mean AAS
>Mean GSS
KPI: Graduate Satisfaction

Student Feedback Survey: 
>Agreement with SFS Overall Satisfaction item
KPI : Student Satisfaction

Load: 
>Total EFTSL
KPI:  Postgraduate Student Load

Graduate Employability:
>% of Australian Residents in FT employment/all Australian 
residents available for FT and not in FT study
KPI: Graduate Workplace Success
>Average Salary of those employed FT
No related KPI

Demand : 
>Ratio of preferences (1 – 3) to offers 
KPI: Domestic Market Share
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What CPR metrics will be added?

> Cost of course delivery
– Measure of cost of course delivery ‘timetabled hours per taught EFTSL’ will be 

added to the scorecard in 2006. Data are sourced from the UTS timetable and 
matched to subject EFTSL.

– When ‘average staff cost per hour per Faculty’ are applied we have a measure of 
notional staff costs per course.

– Could be combined with CGS/HECS and fee income to derive ‘course income –
course staff cost per course’, a measure of the surplus or deficit which each course 
delivers to the University.
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How are targets developed?

Use: 
–ATN average Broad Field of 
Education (BFOE) and Broad 
Course Type

Use: 
–Faculties targets for all 
courses across all fee types

Use:
–UTS KPI target, calculated 
pro-rata across Faculties

Targets for :
–GDS Employability
–Average salary
–CEQ Means

Targets for :
–Load

Targets for :
–Ratio of preferences to offers
–Pass Rate
–Retention Rate
–Student satisfaction with 
subjects
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How do CPR metrics impact on each other?

DEMAND (KPI OS 2) LOAD              
(KPI OS 7, 8)

CGS & FEE INCOME 
(KPI OS 3)

GDS & CEQ RESULTS 
(KPI T & L 4, 5)

SFS RESULTS       
(KPI T & L 3)

PASS RATE         
(KPI T & L 1, SE 5)

RETENTION RATE 
(KPI T & L 1, SE 5)

Strong causal link CPR METRIC

Implied causal link NOT IN CPR

Weak causal link

KEY
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How is the CPR delivered?

> The CPR is delivered through the UTS Business Intelligence Portal.
> The BI Portal contains a suite of Powerplay cubes (explorable multi-

dimensional datasets) covering, amongst other things, the student life-cycle :
– Application
– Enrolment, load, performance, retention
– Student feedback and assessment of subjects and teaching
– Completion
– Graduate employment outcomes and feedback

> The CPR brings these aspects the student life cycle together in one screen.
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What does the scorecard look like ? 
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How do you see individual course results ? 
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How do you explore individual metrics in the scorecard?
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How do you drill through to underlying data?
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How do you find the outlying metrics?
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How does the scorecard track action items and 
accountability?
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Demonstration
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What are the key elements in development of a 
scorecard?

> Management involvement
– the scorecard needs targets, these must be agreed with the stakeholders. UTS 

targets are aligned with the University-wide Key Performance Indicators.
– an agreed process for assessing performance of courses and making decisions 

about which courses are viable, which need improvement and which should be 
closed down.

> Quality data sources
– covering all aspects that you want to measure.

> Deployment tools
– Cognos Powerplay, Upfront and Metrics Manager software and associated 

infrastructure (database, server, portal).
> User training

– in the use of the tools
– In the interpretation of the data
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Questions and discussion


